(EXCERPT) ACCORDING TO REPORTS FROM PRAGUE, THERE IS UNUSUALLY BUSY TRAFFIC AT AIRPORTS AROUND PRAGUE. SOVIET AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT HAVE BEEN LANDING WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. IT IS ASSumed THAT AIRBORNE FORCES HAVE BEEN BROUGHT TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

Numerous military and police vehicles are driving through the streets of Prague. The population is beginning to leave their homes and are discussing the new situation. DPA reported shortly after midnight that telephone contact with Czechoslovakia has been paralyzed to a wide extent. No connections to countries abroad have been established.

The first information about the invasion by foreign troops was received by Prague newspapers from telephone calls by citizens in the provinces. They stated that Soviet tanks had crossed the northern frontier near Zinnwald. Other combat vehicles have arrived in the Slovak capital of Bratislava. Thus far it has not been confirmed that Hungarian units are also participating in this operation.
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